
This machine is specially developed by AXESS for whom 
their production rate is very high but they wants to save 
labor and time.

This machine’s rotary system is very robust combination of 
mechanical  Index System, Motor and reducing gear box.

Machine can be designed with desired station and desired 
wattage Ultrasonic system as per customer requirement.

Technical Specification of standard 8 Station Rotary

Dimension L x W x H     1220mm x 1030mm x 1680mm

Weight                        300 Kg (Approx)

Input Voltage & Power  220V, 2 KW, single phase

Air pressure req.           up to 5 Kg/cm square

Ultrasonic System         As per application

AC Drive                      0.5~1.0Kw with speed controller

Indexing System           4 station to 16 station

Productivity                  15-30 stroke/minute

Auto/manual                Both operation

Ejection System            Pneumatic

Key Features

* Variable speed, 
* Auto ejection,
* Choice of station 4, 8 or 16
*Stroke length 75mm or can be customize
  (25mm~100mm)
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Since 2002   is a marketing company involved in sales and service of AXESS
plastic joining products like ultrasonic plastic  welding, spin welding, tube sealing 
machines etc.

AXESS is  a  team of technically experienced, aggressive, enthusiastic and 
ambitious peoples, who focused on success and have techno commercial tie-up 
with world well known company PI Shan Automatic Co. Ltd., TAIWAN as well as 
their authorized agent of for marketing their products in India since 2002. .

Axess has developed and manufacturing same quality machines in India with 
AXESS brand name by the help of Bensonic & being experienced in ultrasonic 
technology from a long time span of about 18 years. All components for Indian 
make machine sources from the similar supplier from Taiwan and Germany, 
Some Key components still supplied by . BENSONIC
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